DIY E JUICE Flavoring Guide

Are you new at making your own E Juice? Are you overwhelmed by the large variety of flavors that each company has to offer? Are you curious about what each flavor tastes or smells like? Then you my friend have come to the right place.

Just like you I have asked myself these very same questions and while many people were happy to answer them and google was my friend at finding my answers I realized it was just too time consuming and sometimes it made my buying decisions even more complicated because I could never remember what was recommended or what brand tasted different than the other. So I have decided to put together this little flavoring guide.

This guide isn’t much, but I hope it enough to help you make better buying choices and to help you save a few dollars from purchasing some very unsavory… Cat pee or vomit tasting flavors. And yes, they do exist!

I hope that if you are reading this and you find it useful that you will take a moment to add to it. Let’s help build this list for others so they can benefit from our experiences.

Please remember that this is only a guide and taste is very subjective. So there will be flavors you may not like or descriptions you will not agree with. The flavor reviews are either my own or ones I have found while searching on the net. I have not personally tried each and every flavor mentioned in this guide so I will not recommend any particular flavors.

Disclaimer: Vaping is not recommended for individuals under the age of 18 or for women who are pregnant or nursing. Nicotine is a poison and must be handled properly and kept out of reach of small children and pets. Certain flavors contain ingredients you may not wish to vape. Please do your own research and get familiar with the safety of DIY.
DIY at your own risk!

Top 10 Flavors by Each Flavoring Company 2015

These flavors have been added based on the numerous recommendations from other DIY vapers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Flavor Apprentice</th>
<th>Capella Flavor Drops</th>
<th>Flavor West Flavorings</th>
<th>Other Known Flavor Companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry Ripe</td>
<td>Vanilla Custard V1</td>
<td>Caramel Candy</td>
<td>Flavourart Vienna Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripe Banana</td>
<td>Cake Batter</td>
<td>Yellow Cake</td>
<td>Flavourart Catalan Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Cream</td>
<td>Cinnamon Danish Swirl</td>
<td>Candy Cane</td>
<td>Lorann’s Banana Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double RY4</td>
<td>NY Cheesecake</td>
<td>Butterscotch</td>
<td>Inawera Tobacco Flavors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla Swirl</td>
<td>Sweet Strawberry</td>
<td>Lemonade</td>
<td>Flavourart Cookie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- * means a flavor contains Diacetyl, Acetoin or Acetyl Propionyl
- *Tckr* means a flavor can crack tanks or damage plastics (watch those syringes)

This is NOT a comprehensive list! Some information about certain flavors may not be available. Please do your research on the safety of each flavor before using.
The Flavor Apprentice

555
Starting Point-5-10%
Taste- It's alright fresh, has a little bit of a sweet taste with a strong tobacco flavor. It's kinda of different because I never had a sweet and strong tobacco. I imagine with steep it will blend better and have just the right amount of sweet. So far it's vapable and taste alright.
Review by:coryv4 on Reddit

Absinthe
Starting Point-10-15%
Taste- Difficult to describe apart from the obvious licorice notes. Not black licorice, not sambuca, a slight coolness. Nice, but not a regular vape for me. Mostly anise with just a little strangeness. I've never tried actual absinthe, but this tastes pretty good.
Review by-botboy141 on Reddit

Acai
Starting Point-3-8%
Taste- I actually prefer this flavor to either blackberry or raspberry. It is more mellow, sweet with a deep mysterious quality. It isn't quite black currant but reminds me a lot of that flavor. I use it in place of these other berries at times or added to them but it can be used with just about anything.
Review by-JoanJ on BCV

*Almond Amaretto
Starting Point-5-10%
Taste- Tastes like Marzipan, not really a liquor type flavor but it is very perfumy. May need to let this one steep a while. Not good as a stand alone, but has potential for a good mixer.
Review by-ellejewell on ECF

American Red Tobacco
Starting Point-2-8%
Taste- I like it at 6%. To me it's a lot like dekang mlb but slightly more of the 'hay' or 'grass' note. I get some of that 'freshly opened pack smell' taste that I like so well.
Review by JD1 on ECF
**Anise**
Starting Point- 1dr-2%
Strong Black Licorice type flavor not sweet and a bit on the herbal side in flavor. Very similar the Absinthe by TFA may go good with other herbal type flavors.
Review by-ellejewell on ECF

**Apple**
Starting Point 5-10%
Taste-A very cider-like apple. Extremely blend-able, but I found out the hard way that Apple Root Beer doesn't work all too well.
review by- botboy141

**Apple Candy**
Starting Point- 10-15%
Taste- Tastes like apple jolly rancher candy at 15%
Review by-grm on ECF

**Apple Pie**
Starting Point-5-8%
Taste- I can definitely tell this is an apple pie. However, I get more of a pie crust flavor than I do apple. Adding other apples with this will help it out. This is a very good flavor.
Review by-Ellejewell on ECF

**Apple (Tart Granny Smith)**
Starting Point-1-5%
Taste- Tastes similar to the green apple but this one has more of a tart bite to it. This flavor is very strong and should be used in lower percentages.

**Apricot**

**Bacon**
Bavarian Cream
Stand Alone-5-15%
Smell- Caramel, creamy and sweet
Taste- Tastes like a creamy vanilla there is a very faint bitter after taste but on exhale it is buttery and sweet
Findings- I really like this flavor, I have used it in many of my creamy based recipes and it seems to help blend it all together. Perfect with nuts, fruits and other creams. This is a must have!
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Berry crunch

Bitter Sweet Chocolate

Black Cherry

Black Current

Black Honey Tobacco
Stand Alone-1-5%
Smell- Honestly? it smells a bit like cat pee. I won’t lie it’s not very pleasant.
Taste- Wow, tastes like honey, but with a floral note and it leaves a silky feel in my mouth.
Findings- There is no real tobacco taste I get with this unless you consider the floral note tobacco, but I do think this would go nicely with a fruit and/or cream, but not as a main flavor. Start testing at 1%.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Black Sesame Seed

Black Tea
Stand Alone-1-3%
Taste-This flavor is bad. I don't taste anything close to a black tea. None what so ever, it tastes like a flowery perfume a female would wear. I had my Father over and asked him what he thought of this flavor. He smelled it and said it smelled like an old tooth medicine he used to use back in the day. Then he took a drag of my H16 PV 3.7v and his face went bitter and he started gagging.

Review by- botboy141 on reddit

Blackberry

Stand Alone-1-8%
Smell- Smells like nail polish remover!!! I can tell that this is a very very strong flavor
Taste- I get a blackberry with a hint of black licorice with this one. Again it is strong, but I do get a nice light blackberry exhale.
Findings- I think this flavor would be good mixed with some Koolada or mixed at very low percentages with other berries. I don't think this will be good as a stand alone.
Review by:ellejewell on ECF

Blueberry Wild

Stand Alone-15%
Smell- Fragrance seems a bit weak but I can detect the blueberry
Taste- The flavor is much stronger than the fragrance it is a very pleasant taste and very close to real blueberries.
Findings- This one has a nice flavor could be great stand alone at the right %
Review by:ellejewell on ECF

Blueberry Candy

Blueberry Extra

Taste-This flavor mixed at 10% taste like the blueberries in a muffin with a hint of blue sucker or candy taste. I love it and can not wait to try it when it is steeped. This flavor is definitely on my bulk buy list.

Review by-coryv4 on reddit

Boysenberry

Brown Sugar Extra

Bubblegum (Juicy Style)
**Bubblegum**  
Stand Alone-10-15%  
**Smell-** smells like old fashioned pink bubble gum flavored lip gloss I had when i was little. I can't say I hate the way it smells because it brings back a childhood memory.  
**Taste-** Oddly it does not taste the way it smells. It has that pink bubble gum flavor with nuances of black licorice and wintergreen?  
**Findings-** I dont think this would be a good stand alone, but I can see it going nicely with some fruits. It has a smooth and full mouth feel that I really enjoy. *update it is not bad as a standalone at 15% it can take on an unpleasant flavor if vaped at high temp.  
**Review by:** ellejewell on ECF

**Butter**

**Butterscotch**

**Cantaloupe**  
Stand Alone-10-12%  
**Smell-** Smells like juicy fruit gum!!!!  
**Taste-** Good sweet melon flavor. This is a keeper  
**Findings-** I haven't had real cantaloupe in a long time but if memory serves, this is pretty close.  
**Review by:** ellejewell on ECF

**Cappuccino**

**Caramel Original**  
Stand Alone-5-10%  
**Smell-** strong buttery note, with a touch of burnt sugar  
**Taste-** very creamy, buttery a bit of sweet, but more creamy and buttery tastes exactly like caramel. The best description would be like the hard caramel candies.  
**Findings-** If you like caramel you are going to love this one.  
**Review by:** ellejewell on ECF

**Caramel Candy**  
Stand Alone-15-18%
Smell- I detect a hint of a buttery note and it is slightly sweet, but it has a more artificial smell to it than the caramel original
Taste- This one has a very different flavor profile than the caramel original. I am getting a weird slight vitamin aftertaste on this one. It tastes like caramel but it is not very sweet.
Findings- If you are looking for a true caramel flavor than this one is not for you go with the original. With that said you could mix the 2 together and see what you get. I prefer this one with my nut or tobacco vapes.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Caramel Cappuccino

Caramel Flavor

Chai Tea
Stand Alone-5-10%
Taste- Holy Throat hit Batman. This flavor is extremely strong on the cinnamon, but is absolutely tastes like Chai Tea. I mixed it with some vanilla for a chai latte flavor and it was absolutely divine..Except that after vaping it for a couple hours, it made my throat quite dry and harsh. I will make this a bit weaker next time.
Review by- Quin on ECF

Champagne Type

Cheesecake (graham crust)

Cheesecake

Cherry Blossom *Tcrk*

Chocolate

Cinnamon
Cinnamon Red Hots
Cinnamon Spice
Cinnamon Danish *Tcrk*
Cinnamon Sugar Cookie
Citrus Punch *Tcrk*

Clove

Coconut Candy

Coconut Extra
Stand Alone-1-8%
Smell- Smells like a nutty cherry (similar to a cheap almond extract you get at the store) very perfumy and strong.
Taste- Very strong flavor, but it does have a nice milky nut flavor to it.
Findings- This is extra which means it is super concentrated. Very little is needed and will quickly overpower your recipes. Try adding a couple drops to your creamy recipes for a boost.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Coffee (Kona)

Coffee
Smell- Smells like soy sauce.
Taste- definitely not a mix and vape flavor. First part of inhale taste like coffee then immediately gets a harsh taste.
Findings- I have a feeling that harsh taste will be gone in a week or so and I will probably enjoy it.
Review by: coryv4 on reddit

Coffee Clear

Cola Cherry
Cola Flavor
Cola Syrup
Cotton Candy
Cotton Candy (Circus)
Cranberry
Creme de Menthe
Cubano
Stand Alone-1.5%
Smell- Smells like Jalapenos or something with a very spicy kick. It burns my nose a bit and gives me the urge to sneeze
Taste- This is a spicy floral kind of flavor, not in a bad way. This one is very hard to describe because I just can’t describe it any better than a spicy floral.
Findings- again, if you are into spicy floral vapes you will really enjoy this, sadly this one is not for me. But I can see it being used to add that slight spiciness to a recipe.
Review by:ellejewell on ECF

Dairy Milk
Works well with sweet cream as a base for cereal flavors.

Dill Pickle

DK Tobacco

Double Chocolate (clear)
Taste-While not exactly clear, this is the clearest chocolate I have found- and it tastes pretty good to boot! The flavor reminds me of tootsie rolls. I have blended this with tangerine and mandarin orange to make a nice chocolate covered orange. If you are looking for a good chocolate flavor, just grab this one.
Review by:botboy141 on reddit

Double Chocolate (dark)
**Dragon Fruit**
Stand Alone-5-12%
Smell- Very Subtle fragrance almost a mix between a plum and a berry.
Taste- Very nice flavor, sweet and fruity with a bit of tartness.
Findings- I have never tried real dragon fruit, but if the real thing tastes this good then I want some.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

**Dulce de Leche**

**Earl Grey**

**Eggnog**

**Elderberry**
Stand Alone-5%
Smell- Very sweet berry smell. Almost like blueberry but sweeter.
Taste- Sweetness on the inhale and a sweet berry taste on exhale
Findings- I looked for something like this as I love the taste of these berries. Now they are hard to find. I think this is spot on! But if you mix too much it gives it like an alcohol taste.
Review by: cjveik on TFA

**Energy Drink**

**English Toffee**

**Expresso**

**Flue Cured Tobacco**

**French Vanilla Deluxe**
French Vanilla

Fruit Circle

Fudge Brownie

Gingerbread

Gingerbread Cookie

Graham Cracker (clear)

Graham Cracker (dark)

Grape Candy

Grape Juice

Grapefruit

Green Apple

Stand Alone-8-10%
Smell- Very Strong, has a perfume too it, but it definitely smells like a green jolly rancher candy.
Taste- Yuck, smells better than it tastes. To me it tastes like car freshener and on the exhale there is a sour aftertaste.
Findings- This is a very strong flavor. I believe in the right % this could be a winner even as a stand alone especially if you like sour.
Review by:ellejewell on ECF

Green Tea

Guava

Gummy Candy
Hawaiian Drink

Hazelnut (dx)
Stand Alone-10-15%
Smell- More nutty and rich than the Toasted Almond I can detect very faint coffee notes.
Taste- NOT the same as it smells, it is very chemical based and only slightly nutty, The toasted almond packs more of a nutty punch. However, on exhale I do detect more nutty goodness.
Findings- I have never had a real hazelnut before so I can not give an honest opinion on this one. Although, it does pair well with the Toasted Almond. I personally use this around 6% in my recipes.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Hazelnut Praline

Hibiscus

Holiday Spice

Honey

Honey Dew
Stand Alone-5-10%
Smell- Rich, sweet fragrance very true to the smell of a fully ripened freshly opened honey dew
Taste- VERY STRONG!!! use at a very low percentage to start. It’s a bit perfumey but it isn’t bad taste close to honey dew but not the way it smells.
Findings- I sort of get a juicy fruit bubble gum vibe on this. Might be good with bubble gum or other fruits. Not good as a stand alone
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Honey Suckle *Tcrk*

Horchata

Horehound

Hyno (drink)
Huckleberry

Irish Cream

Jackfruit
Taste - This is a true representation of a tropical jackfruit. It's a very smooth blend predominantly pineapple and mango with a noticeable banana but has a nice background hint of a fuji style apple. Not overly sweet but not sour, bitter or tart either. Just the right combination of sweetness and true taste. Some citric or malic acid would help this to pop a bit more and likely add that sour note that some might prefer with this flavor.
Review by - botboy141

Jalapeno

Jamaican Rum

Kahlua and Cream

Kentucky Bourbon

Kettle Corn

Key Lime

Kiwi (double)

Lemon

Lemon Lime

Lime
Lychee

M-Type

Malted Milk

Mango
Stand Alone-10-15%
Smell- Smells like lip gloss with a touch of mango
Taste- This seems like a weaker flavor a bit sweet doesn't really taste like a mango to me but more of a papaya. Mango taste on exhale.
Findings- This is pretty good, this goes to show that the smell of flavors does not equate to the way it tastes.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Maple Flavor

Maple Syrup

Maraschino Cherry *Tcrk*

Marshmallow

Mary Jane
Smell- I was very disappointed with this flavor. For me it tastes like the smell you would get from a flower.
Taste- I think it tastes horrible and doesn't resemble anything of what it is shooting for. It makes me gag.
Review by- botboy141

Menthol (liquid)

Mexican Coffee

Mexican Liquor
**Mild Black**

Stand Alone-3-5%

Smell- Smells good sort of a tobacco, but I get a touch of vanilla in there.

Taste- Tastes similar to a vanilla cigar. This one is pretty true to it's name and the closest to a tobacco flavor I have tried so far by TFA.

Findings- My husband uses this one as a stand alone and the house gets that sweet vanilla cigar you would expect from a black and mile without the smoke.

Review by: ellejewell on ECF

**Milk Chocolate**

**Mint Candy**

**Mocha**

**Molasses**

**Musk Candy**

**Nectarine**

**Orange (sweet)**

**Orange Cream**

Very good orange cream, I mix with strawberry ripe

**Orange Mandarin**

Stand Alone-3-8%

Smell- smells like the outer part of an orange creamsicle bar

Taste- Very good flavor its got that orange rind hint to it, but it reminds more more of the outer part of an orange tic tac.

Findings- This will be going in a lot of my recipes that need a slight bitter tang to it.

**Review by:** ellejewell on ECF

**Papaya**
Passion Fruit

Peach (juicy)
Stand Alone-5-17%
Smell- Smells like a peach flavored caprisun drink
Taste- Ha! Tastes like it too. Very good! It is not chemically at all it's sweet, juicy and fruity. I can almost feel the peach fuzz.
Findings- What an excellent flavor, not what I was expecting at all. This will be great on it's own.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Peach

Peanut Butter

Pear
Stand Alone-5-10%
Smell- Very strong and perfumy but it does smell like pears. Maybe a hint of spice?
Taste- OMG! I had to spit this one out. At first it was sort of a strong pear and then it rapidly started tasting like vomit! Seriously, I just couldn't take it.
Findings- I believe the nasty flavor is because this is super strong. I have used it in a VERY small percentage in one of my vapes and I actually enjoy it very much so please do not take the vomit flavor as is. When vaping in a very small amount mixed with other flavors it is quite good.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Pecan

Peppermint
Smell- Smells like peppermint oil.
Taste- Tastes like those red and white peppermint candies, just not as sweet.
Findings- This is a very nice peppermint flavor. Mix a bit of this and Koolada with a fruit and you will have a lovely vape.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Pie Crust
Stand Alone-0.5-5%
Smell- Smells like...Pie Crust, graham crackery, buttery flaky crust.
Taste- The flavor seems a bit subtle to me but it is pretty spot on there is a light touch of sweetness and a nice creamy not on exhale
Findings- I would use a bit more of this in my recipes. It is very good and if you plan on making any cobbler or pie vapes give this one a try
Review by: ellejewell on ECF
**Pina Colada**

**Pineapple *Tcrk***

Stand Alone-3-5%
Smell- Smells like Pineapple and very sweet!!
Taste- SOUR!!!! I was not expecting it to be so sour, its a VERY strong flavor! Its very good. Once I mellowed it out a bit I really liked it a lot. Its got a nice pineapple exhale and puts me in the mind of the pineapple flavored gummy bears.
Findings- I'm gonna make some gummy bears with this
Review by:ellejewell on ECF

**Pistachio**

**Pizza**

**Plum**

**Pomegranate Deluxe**

Stand Alone-3-7%
Smell- VERY Sweet and sour, my face puckered just from taking a whiff
Taste- It is NOT as sweet as it smells, it is a bit more on the bitter tart side. I was thrown off by this one. However, it is not a bad flavor a bit perfumy but it has a very nice smooth finish on the exhale
Findings- Yet another fruit I have never actually had, but I would expect it to taste similar to this
Review by:ellejewell on ECF

**Pomegranate**

**Popcorn**

**Pralines and Cream**

**Pumpkin**
Taste- authentic pumpkin taste. 9% was way to strong to me and added an off note but at lower amounts it seems very spot on. No spice to this just pure raw pumpkin. Great start to a pie with some holiday spice and some pumpkin pie spice.
Review by- danykitten on Reddit

Pumpkin Spice

Quince

Raisin

Raspberry (sweet)
Stand Alone- 8-10%
Smell- Very sweet candy like fragrance I can definitely smell the raspberry
Taste- Very pleasant flavor, similar to those hard raspberry candies with the soft center, slightly sour and sweet on exhale.
Findings- This is a very nice flavor if you like sweet and sour give this a try
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Raspberry

Red Type
Stand Alone- 3-10%
Smell- Smells good, I can smell a touch of menthol in this one
Taste- sorry, not loving this one. it tastes like a mix of house cleaner, menthol and pine
Findings- Most tobacco flavors I have tried have the pine flavor to them. I am not sure if this is common but if you like those flavors give this one a try.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Red Velvet Cake

Ripe Banana- *Tckr*
Stand Alone- 0.5-5%
Smell- Very strong, smells like banana runts with a perfumy note.
Taste- Very Strong flavor, but definitely has a nice banana flavor, slightly bitter sweet on exhale similar to the rind of a banana.
Finding- This would make a nice stand alone at the right percentage. It would need some steeping or airing out to get the perfumy taste to soften. Will go nicely with other fruit or cream flavors. This flavor has been known to lose it's potency during the heat steeping process.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Root Beer *Tcrk*

Rose Candy

RY4 Asian

RY4 Double

RY4 Type
Stand Alone-1-5%
Smell- Smells Chemically not really like a caramel, vanilla tobacco
Taste- Tastes like it has a hint of mint? Koolada? not really sure I sort of get an earthy flavor. Best put I feel like I am tasting a pine forest.
Findings- I can't say that this is bad, but it is definitely not something for me personally. It is not what I was expecting at all in flavor and I really do not detect any tobacco notes
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Sea Buckthorn

Silly Rabbit

Spearmint

Strawberries and Cream

Strawberry Ripe
Stand Alone-15%
Smell- WOW! Smells JUST like ripe strawberries plucked from the vine. Note I am not an artificial strawberry lover, but this smells fantastic!
Taste- I am equally impressed by this flavor it really is a true strawberry flavor it is sweet fruity and a bit tart. Perfect Replica IMO
Findings- If you are not a fan of strawberry flavorings. PLEASE give this one a try. I try to be bias in my reviews but MAN this stuff is wonderful.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Strawberry
More like candied strawberry, works well mixed with Strawberry Ripe IMO

Sweet Cream
Taste-just like the name says, comparable to half-n-half, would be good with coffee and coffee mixes, with fruit for the fruit and cream effect, has an actual dollop of cream mouth feel to it, natural tasting
Review by: Flowerpots on ECF

Sweet Woodruff

Taro

Tiramisu

Toasted Almond
Stand Alone-10-15%
Smell- Smells like almonds, with the dirt and shells LOL yes I said dirt
Taste- Very nutty, I don't taste dirt, but there is a nice earthy taste, not bad. It has a very nice nutty aftertaste on exhale
Findings- This is a very good flavor if you like almonds it is very close to the real deal. I think this would go good with just about anything.
Review by: ellejewell on ECF

Toasted Marshmallow

Tobacco
Stand Alone-10-20%
**Smell**: Simply put Floral Perfume!

**Taste**: Unfortunately, this one tastes just like a flower. I feel like I am literally chewing on flower petals.

**Findings**: Some people personally enjoy floral vapes. If you do then please give this one a try you will like it.

*Review by*: ellejewell on ECF

---

**Turkish**

**Stand Alone-1-5%**

**Smell**: Very earthy it does have a pleasant tobacco fragrance, but there is a hint of a green hay smell to it.

**Taste**: Upon tasting it seems like a very nice simple vape tobacco, but on exhale all I get is hay. If that hay flavor was not there this would be great.

**Findings**: Not the best but better than some of the others I have personally tried.

*Review by*: ellejewell on ECF

---

**Tutti Fruiti**

**Vanilla (bourbon)**

**Vanilla Bean Ice Cream *Tcrk***

**Vanilla Bean Gelato**

**Stand Alone-4-8%**

**Smell**: Very chemically, not really perfumy hard to explain, it's not a bad smell. Strong Vanilla.

**Taste**: This tastes like a very cheap vanilla extract and it has a peppery feel in my mouth with a slight bitter taste. However, on the exhale it has a nice vanilla flavor.

**Findings**: This one is a bit odd. I do like it and I use it in a lot of my recipes but I tend to pair it with some vanillin and Bavarian cream. I have not tried it as a stand alone because I personally do not think it would be very good. But it does add a kick when mixed with other cream or vanilla type flavors.

*Review by*: ellejewell on ECF

---

**Vanilla Cupcake**

**Vanilla Custard**

**Vanilla Swirl**
**Watermelon**

**Smell** - Smells like a very ripe, freshly opened watermelon a bit on the artificial side but not much.

**Taste** - It has a nice flavor. Reminds me of watermelon taffy without the taffy.

**Findings** - This is worth getting I believe it will go nicely with a candy or fruity vape mix.

**Review by:** ellejewell on ECF

---

**The Flavor Apprentice Additives**

**These are not flavors and they are very strong. When using them start out with 1 drop per 5mls and increase from there.**
**Acetyl Pyrazine 5%**

**Stand alone-** 5-15%

**Smell-** In full concentrate it smells like fritos, prediluted (6 drops to 6ml of pg) smells like a slightly salty nut bread.

**Taste-** Pie crusty, bready but also a little nutty has a bit of a peppery after feel in my mouth. Get a monkey bread sort of vibe without the sweetness on exhale.

**Findings-** Very strong at the 5% so it needs to be diluted before using in your recipes or it will over power everything! I see this going great with my bakery vapes.

**Hickory Smoke**

Smell-Smells like a BBQ

Taste- tastes like burnt wood and beef jerky.

**Review by** botboy141

**Koolada**

smell- there is no smell

taste- Yowza!! I knew it was going to have a kick but not like that!!! Instant heartburn!! This stuff is very, very strong. even 1 drop in 5mls was a bit much for me. This additive is weird. It doesn't have a taste of mint or menthol but that cooling feel you get from them.

**Findings-** this is pretty cool and I can't wait to spruce up some of my unloved fruit vapes. This is a must have if you want a nice cool bite to your fruits

**Red Oak**

**Smooth**

**Sour**

**Sweet and Tart**

**Vanillin 10%**

Smell- Very faint vanilla scent

Taste- Do not let the faint smell fool you. This stuff is VERY strong and will burn your taste buds off if you are not careful. It has a slight vanilla flavor.
Findings- This is not really a flavor it is more of an additive like Koolada or Sour. Use at a very small percentage and it can add a kick to your vanilla blends and even round them out a bit.

Capella Flavor Drops

Cake Batter
Stand Alone- 10-15%
Smell- sort of smells nutty? not really creamy like I was expecting. There is a chemical plastic like smell.
Taste- it does have a very light nutty type taste. It is more bread like than it is cake like in my opinion. It's not sweet at all and will need something to make it so.
Findings- not good standalone but I think with the right additions it will have a nice cake flavor.

Cinnamon Danish Swirl
Smell- I just love the way this smells. If they made it in a body wash I would use it. Seriously it smells that good!! Just like freshly baked gooey cinnamon buns
Flavor- very strong cinnamon flavor. Not like red hots but exactly like the cinnamon spice in your cabinet. I don't taste the danish part too it or the frosting, but it may have been mixed too strong. However, I like this flavor very much.
Findings- This is a keeper for me and I plan on using it in several recipes.

Sugar Cookie
Stand Alone- 10-15%
Smell- Smells sweet creamy and lightly nutty. similar to a true sugar cookie
Taste- I do get a cookie vibe but the flavor is not very strong and a bit on the chemical side. This is one that probably will need a lot of steep time to be at it's best
Findings- I'm surprised how good this is I will use this to make some dessert vapes but not as a stand alone

*Vanilla Custard V1
Stand Alone- 5-20%
Smell- sort of smells like bavarian cream. buttery, sweet, vanilla
Taste- I love, love, love this flavor. I wish I would have gotten this sooner. It's very creamy with a slight hint of vanilla. This is a very rich flavor that is going to be great in dessert vapes. I can even see this as a standalone!
Findings- I know some may not want this because of it's ingredients. I thought about getting the v2 but I am glad i got this one. I foresee a huge bottle in my future.

Flavor West

Toasted Marshmallow
Stand Alone=15-25%

Smell-Just like you stuck your marshmallow in a camp fire

Taste-Just like you took that marshmallow off the stick and stuck it in your mouth!

Findings- This is for someone that loves to toast your marshmallows on a campfire and eat them. I have also tried this with 2% graham cracker and 3% chocolate. I use the 15% when making my smores.
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Resources

This is a list of links where I have gathers some of the information for this guide. I try to give credit where it is due. If I have missed something please list it here.

TFA Flavor Starting Percentages-
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16ai72vgkSiIN7ULALHkJ2LZh5zNhKtEOV_xstJ90-L0E/edit#gid=0